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58 Abstract

59 The majority of today’s integrated circuits are constructed on silicon wafers. Fine-grinding process has great potential to improve
60 wafer quality at a low cost. Three papers on fine grinding were previously published in this journal [Microchip Fabrication, McGraw-
61 Hill, New York, 2000; Silicon Machining Symposium, American Society For Precision Engineering, St. Louis, Missouri, April,
62 1998; East Bay Business Times, February 12, 2002]. The first paper discussed its uniqueness and special requirements. The second
63 one presented the results of a designed experimental investigation. The third paper developed a mathematical model for the chuck
64 shape, addressing one of the technical barriers that have hindered the widespread application of this technology: difficulty and
65 uncertainty in chuck preparation. As a follow up, this paper addresses another technical barrier: lack of understanding on grinding
66 marks. A mathematical model to predict the locus of the grinding lines and the distance between two adjacent grinding lines is
67 first developed. With the developed model, the relationships between grinding marks and various process parameters (wheel
68 rotational speed, chuck rotational speed, and wheel diameter) are then discussed. Finally, results of pilot experiments to verify the
69 model are discussed.
70  2003 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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75 1. Introduction

76 1.1. Silicon wafers and their manufacturing processes

77 Integrated circuits (ICs) are built on semiconductor
78 wafers. Over 90% of semiconductor wafers are silicon
79 [1]. About 150 million silicon wafers of different sizes
80 are manufactured each year worldwide[2]. In 2000, the
81 worldwide revenue generated by silicon wafers was $
82 7.5 billion [3]. Semiconductor devices built on these
83 wafers generated $ 200 billion in revenues[4].
84 Manufacturing of silicon wafers starts with growth of
85 silicon ingots. A sequence of processes is needed to turn
86 an ingot into wafers. As shown inFig. 1, this typically
87 consists of the following processes[5–8]:
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881. 89slicing, to slice a silicon ingot into wafers of thin
90disk shape;
912. 92edge profiling or chamfering, to chamfer the periph-
93eral edge portion of the wafer;
943. 95flattening (lapping or grinding), to achieve a high
96degree of parallelism and flatness of the wafer;
974. 98etching, to chemically remove the damage induced by
99slicing and flattening without introducing further
100mechanical damage;
1015. 102rough polishing, to obtain a mirror surface on the
103wafer;
1046. 105fine polishing, to obtain final mirror surface; and
1067. 107cleaning, to remove the polishing agent or dust par-
108ticles from the wafer surface.

1091.2. Wafer flatness

110As the starting materials for fabrication of most ICs,
111silicon wafers must be very flat in order to print circuits
112on them by lithographic processes. Wafer flatness
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570 Fig. 1. Traditional process flow for manufacturing of silicon wafers.571

113 directly impacts device line-width capability, process
114 latitude, yield, and throughput [9,10]. Continuing
115 reduction in feature sizes demands increasingly flatter
116 wafers [11].
117 Wafer flatness can be characterized in terms of a glo-
118 bal or site parameter. A frequently used parameter to
119 measure site flatness is SBIR (site flatness, back refer-
120 ence surface, ideal reference plane, range) [12]. It is the
121 sum of the maximum positive and negative deviations
122 of the surface in a certain area of the wafer from a theor-
123 etical reference plane that is approximately parallel to
124 the back surface of the wafer and intersects the front
125 surface at the center of the area. Typical size of the area
126 is 20 × 20 mm2 for ordinary wafers and 30 × 35 mm2

127 for advanced applications.
128 For wafers manufactured by a traditional process flow,
129 only a small percentage meet tight flatness specifications.
130 The wafers that do not meet the specifications are often
131 rejected, causing high yield-loss. Silicon wafer manufac-
132 turers are under tremendous pressure to develop alterna-
133 tive process flows or new processes to produce flatter
134 wafers at an affordable cost.

135 1.3. Approaches to flatness improvement

136 Several approaches have been proposed to improve
137 flatness. The first approach is double-side polishing
138 [6,13]. If operating properly, it is capable of achieving
139 superior flatness. It has become the standard polishing
140 operation for 300 mm wafers. However, its application
141 to wafers with diameter of 200 mm and less has stalled.
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142The primary reason is that double-side polishing creates
143mirror finish surfaces on both front side and backside of
144the wafer. This causes problems in IC fabs. Respective
145sensors of processing equipment cannot distinguish the
146front side from the backside. Furthermore, wafers with
147both sides mirror polished tend to slip out during hand-
148ling process [6].
149The second approach is called PACE, plasma-assistant
150chemical etching [9]. The PACE operation requires
151point-by-point thickness profile data that typically cover
152several thousand discrete positions on the front surface
153of the wafer. The PACE machine removes the material
154at each position on the wafer according to the profile
155data. Excellent flatness has been reported with PACE.
156The major drawbacks of this approach are high capital
157investment and low throughput.
158Another approach is etched-wafer fine grinding [14].
159Fine grinding is used to partially replace the rough-pol-
160ishing process, addressing two problems associated with
161the traditional process flow: poor flatness and high cost.
162Fine grinding of etched wafers first appeared in public
163domain through the US patent by Vandamme et al. [14].
164Pei and Strasbaugh [15] reported an experimental study
165on the effects of grinding wheels, process parameters,
166and coolant. They also presented results of a designed
167experiment [16] in which three-factor, two-level full fac-
168torial design was used to reveal the main and interaction
169effects of three process parameters (wheel speed, chuck
170speed, and feedrate) on process outputs (grinding force,
171spindle motor current, cycle time, surface roughness, and
172grinding marks). Chidambaram et al. [17] developed a
173mathematical model to predict the relations between the
174chuck shape and the setup parameters, aiming to over-
175come one of the technical barriers that have hindered the
176widespread application of fine grinding: difficulty and
177uncertainty of chuck preparation. Oh et al. [18] reported
178a study on damage induced by fine grinding.

1791.4. Benefits of fine grinding

180Generally, a wet etching process can negatively affect
181flatness [19], and extended polishing (of single-side,
182wax-mounting type) can deteriorate flatness [14].
183Because fine grinding will improve the flatness of etched
184wafers and reduce the removal amount of rough pol-
185ishing by 25–50%, the flatness of polished wafers can
186be improved. Furthermore, fine grinding can reduce
187manufacturing costs due to the following reasons: (1) it
188reduces polishing removal amount and cuts down the
189time of the expensive polishing operation, (2) it
190improves flatness and lowers the yield-loss, and (3) it
191grinds wafers to a uniform thickness and eliminates the
192sorting operation for production lines that polish mul-
193tiple wafers simultaneously. If multiple wafers with dif-
194ferent thickness are mounted on the same polishing
195plate, these wafers will not have good flatness after pol-
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196 ishing. Without fine grinding, the thickness variation
197 among etched wafers is quite large; hence, a sorting
198 operation is often needed, adding extra cost.
199 Introducing fine-grinding step requires capital invest-
200 ment (purchasing and installation of grinder) and
201 additional costs (utilities, consumables, and labor). Fur-
202 thermore, a cleaning step is usually required after fine
203 grinding (before polishing). Adoption of fine grinding
204 into a production line makes economic sense only if the
205 cost reduction is greater than the added cost. As illus-
206 trated in Fig. 2, the economic benefit of fine grinding
207 will become more prominent when the flatness specifi-
208 cation becomes tighter (say, SBIR � Sc).
209 Although fine grinding has been implemented in some
210 production lines with good results, it cannot be economi-
211 cally justified for many other lines. To gain widespread
212 application, the cost curve with fine grinding in Fig. 2
213 has to be much lower. This cost curve can be lowered
214 by further reducing the polishing amount, because the
215 smaller the polishing amount, the shorter the polishing
216 time and the less expensive the polishing step. Further-
217 more, the smaller the polishing amount, the less the
218 degradation of flatness and the lower the yield-loss.
219 However, further reduction of polishing amount
220 becomes very difficult due to the lack of fundamental
221 understanding about some issues in fine grinding. One
222 such issue is the grinding marks left on the wafer surface
223 after fine grinding.

224 1.5. Grinding marks

225 Fig. 3 shows pictures of two silicon wafers after fine
226 grinding and polishing. Wafer B is good since no pat-
227 terns are visible, but wafer A is not acceptable due to
228 visible grinding marks. One approach to correct wafer
229 A is to keep polishing it until all grinding marks are
230 gone. This will lengthen the polishing time, increase
231 manufacturing costs, and deteriorate flatness. A better
232 approach is to optimize the fine-grinding process so that
233 grinding marks can be removed with minimum pol-
234 ishing. The success of the latter approach depends on
235 whether or not the following questions can be answered:

573
574575

576
577578

579 Fig. 2. Effects of flatness specification on wafer cost.580
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588Fig. 3. Comparison of wafers with and without grinding marks. 589

236How are grinding marks generated? How do grinding
237parameters affect grinding marks? How can grinding
238marks be controlled? What kinds of grinding marks are
239easier for polishing process to remove?
240Pei and Strasbaugh [20] have previously reported a
241preliminary investigation into grinding marks. That
242investigation covers (a) nature of grinding marks, (b)
243factors that have effects on grinding marks, and (c)
244approaches to reduce grinding marks. Further research
245is needed to answer those questions presented in the pre-
246ceding paragraph.

2471.6. Outline of this paper

248The future of fine grinding is largely determined by
249whether or not the polishing amount can be further
250reduced. However, the polishing amount has to be large
251enough to remove all grinding marks. This paper will
252present a mathematical model on grinding marks. The
253objectives are to understand the formation mechanisms
254of grinding marks and to provide guidance to optimize
255the grinding process for the minimum polishing amount.
256This paper is organized into five sections. Following
257this introduction section, Section 2 develops the math-
258ematical model. In Section 3, the model is used to predict
259the relations between the grinding marks (the locus of
260grinding lines and the distance between adjacent lines)
261and the grinding parameters. Section 4 discusses the
262pilot experiments performed to verify the model. Con-
263clusions are drawn up in Section 5.

2642. Development of mathematical model

265The literature most relevant to grinding marks
266includes analyses on vertical-spindle surface grinding
267using conventional wheels [21], diamond cup wheel
268grinding of parabolic and toroidal surface on ceramics
269for mirrors [22,23], and precision cylindrical face grind-
270ing using a narrow ring superabrasive wheel [24]. These
271analyses are instrumental to the model development for
272wafer grinding, but cannot be applied directly.
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273 Fig. 4 illustrates the wafer grinding process. The
274 grinding wheel shown is a diamond cup wheel. The
275 wafer is held on the porous ceramic chuck by means of
276 vacuum. The axis of rotation for the grinding wheel is
277 offset by the distance of the wheel radius relative to the
278 axis of rotation for the wafer. During grinding, the grind-
279 ing wheel and the wafer rotate about their own axes of
280 rotation simultaneously, and the wheel is fed towards the
281 wafer along its axis of rotation.
282 Development of the model in this paper is based on
283 the assumption that the grinding wheel behaves like a
284 single-point tool. This assumption has been validated by
285 the authors’ previous research [7,20] and also used by
286 other researchers [24]. The grinding wheel removes the
287 work material from the edge to the center along the arch
288 MO, as shown in Fig. 5. Two coordinate systems XOY
289 and UO1V, are used to define all the points on the wafer
290 and the grinding wheel. The origin of the UO1V coordi-
291 nate system is at the center of the grinding wheel and
292 the origin of the XOY coordinate system is at the center
293 of the wafer. The UO1V system is offset from the XOY
294 system along the Y-axis by a distance of R, the radius
295 of the grinding wheel. The grinding wheel revolves
296 about its center O1 at a speed of Ns (rpm, or revolution
297 per minute). The wafer revolves about its center O at a
298 speed of Nc (rpm). The radius of the wafer is Rw.
299 For any point P with coordinates (u, v) in the UO1V
300 system and (x, y) in the XOY system, there is the follow-
301 ing relation.

302 �x

y

1� � �1 0 0

0 1 �R

0 0 1 �·�uv1� (1)

303

304 The movement of the single cutting point while in
305 contact with the wafer will generate the arc MO if the

591
592593
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597 Fig. 4. Illustration of wafer grinding.598
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600
601602

603
604605

606Fig. 5. Illustration of coordinate systems. 607

306wafer is stationary. The arc can be described by the fol-
307lowing equations in the UO1V system.

308

u � R·cosf � R·cos(2p·Ns·t)

v � R·sinf � R·sin(2p·Ns·t)
t1�t�

1
4Ns

(2)
309

310where, f is the angle between the line OP and the U-
311axis, and t1 is the time it takes for point P to move from
312coordinate (R, 0) to point M along the circle with center
313at O1 and radius of R. The following equation can be
314used to calculate t1.

315t1 �
1

2pNs
�p2�2arcsin�Rw

2R�� (3)
316

317Through Eq. (1), arch MO can be described in the XOY
318coordinate system by the following equations.

319

x � u � R·cos(2p·Ns·t)

y � v�R � R·sin(2p·Ns·t)�R
t1�t�

1
4Ns

(4)
320

321Let point M at the edge of the wafer be the starting point
322of the first grinding line. The coordinates of point M can
323be calculated from Eq. (4) if letting t = t1. The starting
324points of subsequent grinding lines can be obtained from
325Eq. (4) when t = tn where tn is given by the following
326equation.

327tn �
1

2pNs
�p2�2arcsin�Rw

2R�� �
n�1
Ns

n � 2,3,4… (5)
328

329Note that the arch MO described by Eqs. (2) or (4) is
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330 the locus of a grinding line if the wafer keeps stationary.
331 Due to the simultaneous revolution of the wafer, point
332 P will be offset to P� on the wafer as shown in Fig. 6.
333 In order to get the coordinates of point P�, the following
334 parameters are necessary.

335 q0 � arctan�y
x� (6)

336

337 �q � 2p·Nc·(t�t1) (7)338

339 q � q0��q (8)340

341 r � �x2 � y2 (9)342

343 Thus, the coordinates of P� can be written as (x�, y�).

344

x� � r·cos(q)

y� � r·sin(q)
(10)

345

346 The above mathematical equations are used to develop
347 a program using a commercial software package Matlab
348 (The MathWorks, Inc., 3 Apple Hill Drive, Natick, MA
349 01760, USA). This program will accept grinding para-
350 meters as input variables and plot the grinding marks as
351 output. It will also calculate the distance between adjac-
352 ent grinding lines.

353 3. The effects of process parameters on grinding
354 marks

355 In the preceding section, a mathematical model has
356 been developed to predict the grinding marks when the
357 process parameters (i.e., wheel rotational speed, chuck
358 rotational speed, and wheel radius) are known. Next, this
359 model will be used to investigate the effects of process
360 parameters on grinding marks.

609
610611

612
613614

615 Fig. 6. Offset of point P to P� due to wafer rotation.616
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618
619620

621
622623

624Fig. 7. Effects of wheel speed and chuck speed on grinding marks. 625

3613.1. Effects on the distance between adjacent grinding
362lines

363Fig. 7 shows the variation of the distance between
364adjacent grinding lines as wheel rotational speed and
365chuck speed change. It can be seen that, as chuck speed
366increases, the distance between adjacent grinding lines
367increases. Furthermore, as wheel speed increases, the
368line distance decreases. The above observation can also
369be made from Fig. 8.
370Fig. 9 shows the influence of the Nc/Ns ratio on the
371line distance. Nc is the chuck speed and Ns the wheel
372speed. An important finding is that the line distance is
373determined by the Nc/Ns ratio. As the speed ratio
374increases, the line distance increases.
375Fig. 10 shows the effects of wheel radius. It is obvious
376that the wheel radius has no effects on the line distance.

627
628629

630
631632

633Fig. 8. Effect of wheel speed and chuck speed on line distance of
634grinding marks. 635
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643 Fig. 9. Effect of speed ratio on line distance of grinding marks.644

646
647648

649
650651

652 Fig. 10. Effect of grinding wheel radius on line distance of grinding
653 marks.654

377 3.2. Effects on the curvature of grinding lines

378 Fig. 11 shows the variation of a grinding line as wheel
379 radius and Nc/Ns ratio change. Negative speed ratio
656
657658

659
660661

662 Fig. 11. Effects of wheel radius and speed ratio on the curvature of
663 grinding marks.664
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380means that the chuck rotates in the reversed direction. It
381can be seen that the grinding line tends to be less curved
382as the Nc/Ns ratio increases, or as the wheel radius
383increases.

3844. Pilot experimental verification

3854.1. Experimental conditions and procedures

386Grinding experiments are conducted on a Strasbaugh
387Model 7AF wafer grinder (Strasbaugh, Inc., San Luis
388Obispo, California). The grinding wheel used is a dia-
389mond cup wheel. The grit size is mesh no. 320 for the
390coarse grinding wheel and mesh no. 2000 for the fine-
391grinding wheel. The radius of the wheels is 140 mm.
392Single crystal silicon wafers of 200 mm in diameter with
393(1 0 0) plane as the major surface (the front or back sur-
394face of the wafer) are used for this investigation. Unless
395otherwise stated, the feedrate is 1.2 µm/s, and the grit
396size of the wheel is mesh no. 320.
397During grinding, deionized (purified) water is used to
398cool the grinding wheel and the wafer surface. For this
399study, coolant is provided to the inner side of the cup
400wheel. The coolant flow rate is 3.2 gal/min.
401To obtain the distance between two successive grind-
402ing lines, the number of distinctive grinding lines on the
403wafer is counted. Dividing the circumference of the
404wafer by the number of grinding lines gives the line dis-
405tance.
406Selected ground wafers are further polished for magic
407mirror inspection. The purpose of this polishing oper-
408ation is to provide a shining surface for the magic mirror
409inspection. Polishing experiments are conducted on a
410Strasbaugh Model 6DZ wax mount polisher (Strasbaugh,
411Inc., San Luis Obispo, California). The polishing slurry
412used is Rodel 1540, and the polishing pad used is Suba
413500, both are manufactured by Rodel (Phoenix,
414Arizona). More information on the slurry and pad can
415be found at: http://www.rodel.com. The polished wafers
416are then inspected under a magic mirror (Model YIS-
417200SP-4, HOLOGENiX, Huntington Beach, California).
418More information on the magic mirror technology can
419be found in [25–27].

4204.2. Experimental results

421Figs. 12 and 13 show the comparison of experimental
422and predicted effects on the line distance of grinding
423marks. It can be seen that the experimental results
424matched very well with the predicted values.
425Fig. 14 shows the comparison of a magic mirror pic-
426ture of a ground wafer and the predicted pattern of grind-
427ing marks. It can be seen that both the line distance and
428curvature of the predicted grinding marks match well
429with the magic mirror picture.

http://www.rodel.com
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672 Fig. 12. Comparison of experimental and predicted effects of wheel
673 speed and chuck speed.674

676
677678

679
680681

682 Fig. 13. Comparison of experimental and predicted effects of speed
683 ratio.684

686
687688

689
690691

692 Fig. 14. Comparison of experimental and predicted grinding marks.
693 (Nc=40 rpm, Ns=4350 rpm, feedrate=0.1 µm s–1, grit size=#2000)694
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4305. Conclusions

431A mathematical model is developed to predict the line
432distance and locus of grinding marks in wafer grinding.
433The model predicts the following relations between the
434grinding marks and process parameters:

4351. 436The distance between the adjacent grinding lines is
437determined by the ratio of chuck speed and wheel
438speed. As the speed ratio increases, the line dis-
439tance increases.
4402. 441The speed ratio also affects the curvature of the grind-
442ing lines. As the speed ratio increases, the grinding
443lines tend to become less curved.
4443. 445As the radius of the grinding wheel increases, the
446grinding lines tend to become less curved.

447The results of pilot experiments agree well with the
448model predictions.
449The mathematical model developed may seem simple
450or even trivial. However, the relationship between grind-
451ing parameters and grinding marks has not been avail-
452able in literature. This model provides a powerful tool
453to optimize grinding processes so that grinding marks
454can be easily removed by subsequent polishing pro-
455cesses. Polishing can effectively remove high-frequency
456surface roughness (caused by individual diamond grains
457in the grinding wheel), but its ability to remove grinding
458marks heavily depends on their frequency (or
459wavelength). With this mathematical model, frequency
460and curvature of grinding marks can be controlled by
461selecting proper grinding parameters. This, in turn,
462makes it possible to systematically study grinding and
463polishing processes to eliminate grinding marks.
464Validation of this mathematical model has further sub-
465stantiated the assumption that the grinding wheel
466behaves like a single-point cutter (due to dynamic
467unbalance). This suggests that any measures to reduce
468the unbalance of the grinding wheel should help reduce
469grinding marks.
470The mathematical model developed in this paper is
471also applicable to other wafer grinding applications. Two
472examples are grinding of wire-sawn wafers and grinding
473of backsides of completed IC wafers.
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